THE PRODUCT
The LS150 is a beautifully crafted, compact scanner that is both functional and stylish. Designed with durability, ergonomics, and functionality in mind, this scanner will fit in any environment without being noticed. This real-world tested scanner, has the lowest total cost of ownership in the industry.

Enjoy instinctive ease of operations with single-hand usage, large capacity input and output pockets, a special track for ID cards, quick access to transport path, and fast consumables replacement.

FEATURES
With its small footprint, the LS150 is the perfect machine for banking teller and back counter, commercial, retail, remittance and Remote Deposit Capture applications. Options include magnetic strip reading and inkjet endorsement.

SPECs
- Resolution 100, 200, or 300 dpi
- 100-document input feeder
- ID image capture
- E13B/CMC7 auto detect MICR reader
- OCR-A, OCR-B, Barcode software decoding
- USB 2.0 + optional onboard USB hub with one additional host port
- Ethernet and Wifi connectivity
- Dimensions: 6.9” (h) x 5.5” (w) x 9.0 (l)
- Weight: 7.7 lbs